iOS Change Log
iOS release notes for HomeSeer Mobile.

v1.1.12 Release Notes
Published 10/15/20
Changes
Fix a crash that occurs on iOS 14 when you view the events page
Fix an identification issue with thermostats created using the HS4 Ecobee plugin

v1.1.11 Release Notes
Published 8/12/20
Changes
Fix a crash on the device list when displaying a certain media device
Set version for iOS and Android to match at v1.1.11

v1.1.10 Release Notes
Published 7/1/20
Changes
Update device type identification for HS4 types

v1.1.9 Release Notes
Published 6/5/20
Changes
Fix remote connections to plugin and recording pages
Manage events through the "Manage Events" menu action on the Events page
Fix a bug when loading cameras that prevents them from loading
Other minor updates

v1.1.8 Release Notes
Published 2/21/20
Changes
[HSM-786] - View camera recordings page for HS4 systems
[HSM-787] - Manage plugins page for HS4 systems
[HSM-788] - Update brand colors used in app
Bugs Fixed
[HSM-794] - HomeSeer Mobile failing to connect and not showing an error message

v1.1.6 Release Notes
Published 8/12/19
Changes
[HSM-755] - New HomeSeer Camera Inclusion Process Guide
The "Register for an account" button has been removed from the login page due to new design restrictions defined by Apple.
Bugs Fixed
[HSM-381] - Unexpected network error while trying to login
Error message content has been expanded on to provide more context about the specifics of the network issues.
[HSM-233] - System version compatibility checks interrupt use

Known Issues
[HSM-388] Landscape orientation is not yet supported on the camera details page
[HSM-334] Crash on dashboard page when updating a widget
[HSM-237] When editing a thermostat widget, hiding the controls is not honored

v1.1.5 Release Notes
Published 4/10/19
*IMPORTANT* The minimum supported version for iOS has been changed from v9.3.5 to v10.0
Changes
[HSM-697] Automatically navigate to the device list when connecting to a session that has no widgets
[HSM-700] - Expandable event groups
Bugs Fixed
[HSM-223] On IOS 9 the search bar on the devices page is not displayed. The search bar we are using is only available in later iOS versions.
The filters still work as expected.
iOS 9.3.5 is no longer supported
[HSM-495] Devices missing in HomeSeer Mobile but showing up in HSTouch
A new plug-in developer document was published that outlines the recommended way to configure devices so they show up in
HomeSeer Mobile
[HSM-640] No distinction between invalid credentials and no systems being online when logging in
Error messages are now more specific to the situation
[HSM-642] Lingering camera snapshot downloads sometimes crash the app when resuming from a background state
[HSM-698] Login page layout is scrolled off-screen
Known Issues
[HSM-237] When editing a thermostat widget, hiding the controls is not honored.
[HSM-334] Crash on dashboard page when updating a widget
[HSM-381] Unexpected network error while trying to login
More details will now be available on error messages to aid troubleshooting
[HSM-388] Landscape orientation is not yet supported on the camera details page

v1.1.4 Release Notes
Published 2/18/19
Changes:
[HSM-489] - Register with MyHS button added to Login page
[HSM-490] - HomeSeer.com Link added to system menu
[HSM-590] - Login & Help page update
[HSM-594] - Link to MyHS account management added to system menu
[HSM-595] - Link to HomeSeer shop added to system menu
Bugs Fixed:
[HSM-385] - App not respecting some timezone and clock configurations
[HSM-386] - User is logged out when opening the app from the background even though Remember Me is checked
[HSM-488] - Dashboards are lost when logging in with a username with different case letters
[HSM-494] - App not sending users to the login screen when the session has expired
[HSM-550] - Internal version and store version do not match
Known Issues:
[HSM-223] On IOS 9 the search bar on the devices page is not displayed. The search bar we are using is only available in later iOS versions.
The filters still work as expected.
[HSM-237] When editing a thermostat widget, hiding the controls is not honored.
[HSM-334] Crash on dashboard page when updating a widget
[HSM-381] Unexpected network error while trying to login
[HSM-388] Landscape orientation is not yet supported on the camera details page

v1.0.3 Release Notes
Published 2/11/19
Bugs Fixed:
[HSM-486] - Application crashes when trying to save a widget

Known Issues:
[HSM-223] On IOS 9 the search bar on the devices page is not displayed. The search bar we are using is only available in later iOS versions.
The filters still work as expected.
[HSM-237] When editing a thermostat widget, hiding the controls is not honored.
[HSM-334] Crash on dashboard page when updating a widget
[HSM-381] Unexpected network error while trying to login
[HSM-385] App not respecting some timezone and clock configurations
[HSM-386] User is logged out when opening the app from the background even though Remember Me is checked
[HSM-388] Landscape orientation is not yet supported on the camera details page
[HSM-487] Dashboards are lost when logging in with a username with different case letters

v1.0.2 Release Notes
Published 2/8/19
Bugs fixed:
[HSM-331] - Crash when receiving updates from HS3 while switching dashboards
[HSM-332] - Application crashes when opening the Create/Edit Widget page with a null device bundle
[HSM-336] - Application crashes when resuming from a background state
[HSM-337] - Crash when editing a thermostat widget
[HSM-339] - Camera snapshot request stack is null when a task starts to download a snapshot
[HSM-341] - App crashes when trying to edit a widget
[HSM-348] - App crashes when editing a widget that does not have a valid reference
[HSM-356] - Unable to load the device list because of a slider range value offset
[HSM-357] - Some network calls are orphaned on older OS versions
Known Issues
[HSM-223] On IOS 9 the search bar on the devices page is not displayed. The search bar we are using is only available in later iOS versions.
The filters still work as expected.
[HSM-237] When editing a thermostat widget, hiding the controls is not honored.
[HSM-334] Crash on dashboard page when updating a widget
[HSM-381] Unexpected network error while trying to login
[HSM-385] App not respecting some timezone and clock configurations
[HSM-386] User is logged out when opening the app from the background even though Remember Me is checked
[HSM-388] Landscape orientation is not yet supported on the camera details page

v1.0.1 Release Notes
Published 2/6/19
Changed the color of the event group to increase legibility
Improved the stability of the dashboard page
Known Issues
When editing a thermostat widget, hiding the controls is not honored.

v1.0 Release Notes
2/1/19: Initial release
Known Issues
On iOS 9 the search bar on the devices page is not displayed. The search bar we are using is only available in later iOS versions. The filters
still work as expected.
When editing a thermostat widget, hiding the controls is not honored.
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